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general contractor Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary contractor - Translation to Spanish, pronunciation,
and forum discussions. contractors came translation Spanish English-Spanish dictionary third-party contractor Translation to Spanish, pronunciation, and forum discussions. general contractor - Spanish translation Linguee
Many translated example sentences containing general contractor Spanish-English dictionary and search engine for
Spanish translations. advances to contractors and to suppliers - Spanish translation general contractor meaning,
definition, what is general contractor: a person or company that agrees to manage a project, especially a
GrammarEnglishSpanishSpanishEnglish. Meaning of general contractor in the English Dictionary. Contratista
Spanish to English Translation - SpanishDict approved contractor meaning, definition, what is approved contractor: a
person or company on an Meaning of approved contractor in the English Dictionary. contracting - English-Spanish
Dictionary - Translation for contractor in the free English-Spanish dictionary and many other Spanish translations.
contractor Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary Translation for contractor in the free English-Arabic
dictionary and many other Arabic translations. Builder in Spanish English to Spanish Translation - SpanishDict
Translation of contractor at Merriam-Websters Spanish-English Dictionary. Audio pronunciations, verb conjugations,
quizzes and more. Contractor definition and meaning Collins English Dictionary Contractor in Spanish English
to Spanish Translation - SpanishDict contratistas translation english, Spanish - English dictionary, meaning, see also
contratista de Ill bet they brought independent contractors in on that thing. contractors - Spanish translation - Word
Magic English-Spanish DEWALT Spanish/English Construction Dictionary: Illustrated Edition (Dewalt Trade
Reference Series) [Paul Rosenberg, American Contractors Educational approved contractor Meaning in the
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Cambridge English Dictionary Translate Electrical contractor. See Spanish-English translations with audio
pronunciations, examples, and word-by-word explanations. contractor - English-Spanish Dictionary - Translate
Contractor. See authoritative translations of Contractor in Spanish with example sentences and audio pronunciations.
third-party contractor - English-Spanish Dictionary - WordReference IT contractor translation spanish, English Spanish dictionary, meaning, see also building contractor,haulage contractor,contract,contract work, example of
contractor - Arabic translation - English-Arabic dictionary See 3 authoritative translations of Builder in Spanish
with example (worker) albanil (m) (contractor) contratista (m) fundadorafundadora (m) (f)a fundadora. Spanish
Translation of CONTRACTOR - Spanish Central haulage contractor meaning, definition, what is haulage contractor:
a person or company whose business is transporting goods for others GrammarEnglishSpanishSpanishEnglish. Meaning
of haulage contractor in the English Dictionary. commercial contractor Meaning in the Cambridge English
Dictionary commercial contractor meaning, definition, what is commercial contractor: a company that supplies
materials and workers for GrammarEnglishSpanishSpanishEnglish. Meaning of commercial contractor in the English
Dictionary. contractor - definition of contractor in English Oxford Dictionaries contractor translation french,
English - French dictionary, meaning, see also building contractor,haulage contractor,contract,contract work, example of
use, DEWALT Spanish/English Construction Dictionary: Illustrated contratista. contractor. Dictionary. Examples.
el contratista, la contratista the most accurate English to Spanish translations, dictionary, verb conjugations, and
Electrical contractor Spanish Translator - SpanishDict Contractor definition: A contractor is a person or company
that does work for Romanian: contractor contractori Russian: Spanish: contractor translation German
English-German dictionary Reverso contractor translation german, English - German dictionary, meaning, see also
building contractor,haulage contractor,contract,contradictory, example of use, haulage contractor Meaning in the
Cambridge English Dictionary haulage contractor translation spanish, English - Spanish dictionary, meaning, see also
haulage,haulage company,road haulage,haulage, example of use, contractor translation French English-French
dictionary Reverso none a person or firm that undertakes a contract to provide ma Meaning, pronunciation, example
sentences, and more from Oxford Dictionaries. contractor - Spanish translation - English-Spanish dictionary
Spanish Translation, Synonyms, Definitions and Usage Examples of English Word contractors Spanish-English
dictionary for construction workers and contractors contractor meaning, definition, what is contractor: a person or
company that arranges to supply materials or workers for building or for. Learn more. IT contractor translation
Spanish English-Spanish dictionary A Spanish-English dictionary is an absolute must-have for construction
contractors because the ability to speak, and understand, Spanish with your non-English Spanish Dictionary: for
Contractors [Joseph L. Colclough] on . *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A total resource of job-specific
construction contratistas translation English Spanish dictionary Reverso contracting - Translation to Spanish,
pronunciation, and forum discussions. Spanish Dictionary: for Contractors: Joseph L. Colclough contractor
/?k?ntr?kt?, k?n?tr?kt?/USA pronunciation n. [countable]. a person who enters into a contract to provide supplies or
perform work at a certain
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